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Abstract
The article, in a theoretical-historiographic perspective, discusses the current trend of studies on the history of education of the senses and sensibilities. It begins with the presentation of the theme "sensibilities" and its presence in different historiographical traditions, showing how this approach in the field of History is not new. Then, in its first part, it discusses the recent arrival of the theme in the debates of History of Education in Latin America. In the second part, it presents and situates a set of monographic studies developed by the Center for Studies on the Education of Senses and Sensibilities - Nupes, FAE/UFMG, in partnership with researchers from Brazil and other countries, discussing some of their basic assumptions. The text concludes by discussing the limits, risks, and scope of the history of education of the senses and sensibilities as a trend that balances between academic fad and the possibility of renovating the consecrated forms of investigating the past and the present of Latin American education. Keywords: history of education, history of the education of senses and sensibilities, historiography.

EDUCAÇÃO DOS SENTIDOS E DAS SENSIBILIDADES: ENTRE A MODA ACADÊMICA E A POSSIBILIDADE DE RENOVAÇÃO NO ÂMBITO DAS PESQUISAS EM HISTÓRIA DA EDUCAÇÃO

Resumo
O artigo, de caráter teórico-historiográfico, discute a moda atual de estudos sobre a história da educação dos sentidos e das sensibilidades. Inicia-se com a apresentação do tema "sensibilidades" e a sua presença em diferentes tradições historiográficas, mostrando como não é nova essa abordagem no campo da História. Em seguida, ainda na sua primeira parte, discute a chegada recente do tema nos debates da História da Educação na América Latina. Na segunda parte, apresenta e situa um conjunto de estudos de caráter monográfico desenvolvidos pelo Núcleo de Estudos sobre a Educação dos Sentidos e das Sensibilidades – Nupes, da FAE/UFMG, em parceria com pesquisadores do Brasil e de outros países, discutindo alguns de seus pressupostos básicos. Finaliza o texto a problematização dos limites, dos riscos e do alcance da história da educação dos sentidos e das sensibilidades como uma moda que se equilibra entre o modismo acadêmico e a possibilidade de arejamento das formas consagradas de inquirir o passado e o presente da educação no âmbito latino-americano. Palavras-chave: história da educação, história da educação dos sentidos e das sensibilidades, historiografia.

1 Translation by Viviane Coelho C. Ramos.
2 A reduced version of this work was produced for the purpose of publication in the book chapter format, in the Spanish language, at the invitation of colleagues Pablo Pineau and Nicolas Arata, of the University of Buenos Aires. I thank colleagues for their kind authorization for publication in Brazil, in an enlarged version and as an article.
EDUCACIÓN DE LOS SENTIDOS Y DE LAS SENSIBILIDADES: ENTRE LA MODA ACADÉMICA Y LA POSIBILIDAD DE RENOVACIÓN EN EL ÁMBITO DE LAS INVESTIGACIONES EN HISTÓRIA DE LA EDUCACIÓN

Resumen
El artículo, de carácter teórico-historiográfico, discute la actual ola de estudios sobre la historia de la educación de los sentidos y de las sensibilidades. Se inicia con la presentación del tema “sensibilidades” y su presencia en diferentes tradiciones historiográficas, señalando cómo no es nuevo ese enfoque en el campo de la historia. A continuación, aún en su primera parte, discute la llegada reciente del tema en los debates de la Historia de la Educación en América Latina. En la segunda parte, presenta y sitúa un conjunto de estudios de carácter monográfico desarrollados por el Núcleo de Estudios sobre la Educación de los Sentidos y de las Sensibilidades - Nupes, de la FAE/UFMG, en asociación con investigadores de Brasil y de otros países, discutiendo algunos de sus elementos básicos. Finaliza el texto la problematización de los límites, de los riesgos y del alcance de la historia de la educación de los sentidos y de las sensibilidades como una ola que se equilibra entre el modismo académico y la posibilidad arrojar nuevos aires en las formas consagradas de inquirir el pasado y el presente de la educación en el ámbito latinoamericano.

Palabras-clave: historia de la educación, historia de la educación de los sentidos y de las sensibilidades, historiografía.

L’ÉDUCATION DES SENS ET DES SENSIBILITÉS: ENTRE LA VOUGE ACADÉMIQUE ET LA POSSIBILITÉ DE RENOUVELLEMENT DANS LE DOMAINE DE LA RECHERCHE EN HISTOIRE DE L’ÉDUCATION

Résumé

Mots-clés: histoire de l’éducation, histoire de l’éducation des sens et des sensibilité, historiographie.
1. History of the education of senses and sensibilities: a new field of studies?

This is how Anne-Emmanuelle Demartini stars the entry Sensibilities, in the Dictionnaire de l'historien (Gauvard; Sirinelli, 2015):

Sensibility and History: a new subject. I do not know a book which deals with this. I actually cannot see its multiple problems formulated anywhere”. This proposition of Lucien Febvre, co-founder of Annales, in 1941, says a lot on how the theme sensibility has been, for a long time, out of history. The faculty of the subject to be affected by an exterior modification refers to a heterogeneous set of phenomena, more or less complex, dealing, simultaneously, with body and spirit: perception, sensations, feelings, and emotions. In this domain, the neglect of historians was fed by evidences related to the transcultural feature of emotions (all men would love, suffer, be happy, in the same way in all times), evidences that are now outdated. From now on, by the way, historians prefer to say on sensibilities. The plural better expresses the variable and collective character of social factors, completely cultural, that justifies the historic study. (p. 642).

The fact that this idea, as well as the one of senses, appear as entries in a recent specialized dictionary seems to prove that both, more than neutral and empty-meaning words, have established themselves in the lexicon of contemporary historians.

To those less familiar with it, the theme senses and sensibilities can seem new in the historiography debate. However, we can only think this if we forget many significant contributions, such as those of Johan Huizinga, in his fascinating The Autumn of Middle Ages from 1919. Or even those of Paul Zumthor (1993, 2005), Werner Jaeger (1986), Norbert Elias (1991), Mikhail Bakhtin (1999), Walter Benjamin (2008, 2009, 2012, 2013), Edward Thompson (1989, 1998), Carlo Ginzburg (1989, 2010) and many other references that can be done in this domain, in different historiographical traditions. However, one can suppose that it was Lucien Febvre (1985) the first to propose, in these terms, a concern with the sensibilities as a pressing matter of a social history of culture, already in the 1950s. Following his direction, Alain Corbin (2005) seems to be the busiest author in this domain, in the sphere of influence of the heirs of Annales. Nevertheless, Peter Gay (1989) certainly mobilized himself to study the history of sensibilities, especially in his monumental work in five volumes on Victorian culture. Thus, if we can think in a new and recent domain of studies in History of Education, we cannot forget that the subject has been the object of historians from different theoretical-methodological backgrounds for decades.

Regarding Latin America, although it would be necessary and prudent to investigate the historiographical tradition of each country, what cannot be done here, it is worthwhile to remember, at least, the work of Gilberto Freyre, from 1936, in Brazil, and the historical essays of the Colombian Willian Ospina (1999, 2008). But who, in fact, assumed without hesitation the term history of sensibilities was the Uruguayan José Pedro Barrán, in 1989.

A defining trace of this perspective of historical studies is its multi and transdisciplinary perspectives. If Febvre advocate the need to dialog with the field of Psychology, other authors previously mentioned developed their studies aiming Anthropology, Psychoanalysis, Historical Sociology, Philosophy, Linguistics, Aesthetic and, more recently, Neurosciences. Therefore, this study domain prompt us to broaden the channels of dialogue with the most diverse subject fields, what leads in part to its fascination and difficulties.

All these works, many already classics, even though not focused on history of
education, show us ways of definition, mobilization, stabilization, and transformation of sensibilities, normally much more in tune with the education of body senses than with the pedagogical discourses and ideas. Thus, the emergency of a concern with the relations between culture and nature, with the material dimension of life and, consequently, with the corporality throughout history, be it in the school perspective and other educational instances, seems to have delimited this field of studies. So, one can recognize this history domain as one in which the body senses are constantly mobilized to define or transform the sensibilities, exactly as shown by José Barrán when suggesting the passing of a “barbaric” culture to the disciplining, in his previously mentioned work, but also as shown in the works of Sandra Pesavento (2005), or the studies collected by Brepolli et al. (2012).

Pesavento (2005) reminds us that the

[...] sensibility is another way to apprehend the world beyond scientific knowledge. The sensibilities would correspond to the primary core of perception and human experience translation that can be found in the center of the construction of a social imaginary. The sensitive knowledge operates as a way of recognition and translation of reality that sprouts not from what is rational or more elaborate mental constructions, but from the senses that come from the intimate of each individual. It is up to the sensibilities to assault the cognitive world, as they deal with the sensation, the emotional, the subjectivity, values and feelings that follow other logics and principles besides the rational ones. The sensibilities are a way of being in the world and staying in the world, going from the individual perception to the shared sensibility. (no page).

If there is a tradition of studies that is concerned on understanding the historical key to the sensibilities, then there is also a concern with its education, an important current object in the field of History of Education, as shown by the studies organized in two volumes by Dussel and Gutierrez (2006), Taborda de Oliveira (2012), Pineau (2014), and Braghini, Munakata and Taborda de Oliveira (2017)?

Many aspects can be suggested, but we will stick to three dimensions of what may be characterized as a turn in the direction of senses and sensibilities, which was certainly

---

3 The education of senses and sensibilities are boosted by the historical renovation experienced from the 1960s all around the world, even though it was already on the agenda of the first historians of the *Annales* (CORBIN, 2005), as we have seen, it was present in reference works in the field of History since, at least, the begging of the 20th century. In the pedagogical field, it is worth noting the entries *sensibilité/sentiments*, and *sens (Éducation des)* in the *Dictionnaire* of Ferdinand Buisson (1911). Its recent importance in the field of history of education can be seen by the development of a table on the future of history of education, during the 33rd International Standing Conference for the History of Education, July 2011, in Mexico. The session entitled *Historiografía del futuro: mirando atrás hacia el futuro - Historiography of the future: looking behind towards beyond*, organized by Kate Rousmaniere and Frank Simon, presented the following works: *Historia de las identidades - History of identities* (MOCTEZUMA, 2011); *Historia de los sentidos - History of senses* (GROSVENOR, 2011), and *Historia de la emociones - History of feelings* (SOBE, 2011). It was also a highlight in the program of *Congreso Iberoamericano de Historia de la Educación Latinoamericana*, in Toluca, Mexico, May 2014, in a conference given by Grosvenor (2014). In the editions of *Congreso Iberoamericano de Historia de la Educación Latinoamericana* held in Rio de Janeiro (2009), Toluca (2014), and Medellín (2016) there were special work sessions about the theme. Those works were published in Taborda de Oliveira (2012). In the sessions of *International Standing Conference for the History of Education*, August 2016, in Chicago, many works were dedicated to this topic. There was even the creation of a SDW (Standing Work Group) on this theme entitled *Objects, Senses and the Material World of Schooling*. Based on these, plus the conference of the same institution held in Buenos Aires, July 2017, we can affirm that the history of education of senses and sensibilities (of affections, of emotions…) has become the new “fad” in the field of History of Education, as it had a significant (and impressive!) number of works submitted to that event which assume this designation, despite their contents or problems. More than a problem itself, the sensitive dimension seems to have become a descriptor.
made possible by the renovation of studies in History of Education and its intense approximation in the field of History in Latin American, during, at least, the last 20 years.  

The first refers to a type of a saturation of histories of generalized character, if not, abstract. History of ideas, history of pedagogy, history of discourses can serve to many inherent domains of historical knowledge and should be valued as such. However, they have always kept us apart from what the people and social groups did with their ideas or their discourses, they are far from the materiality of life. What were the answers given by people, including common people, in different situations, to what the social, political, and economic structures intended to impose on their lives. How did they think the world and how did they react? How did they adapt or resisted? The emergency of this type of concern allowed historians of education to turn their eyes to the domain of practices, uses, ways of doing, thinking, acting, and feeling. How they dealt with the experiences, defined by Edward Thompson as “open exploration of the world” that happens in the “dialogue between being and social awareness”. (THOMPSON, 1978). The experience is eminently corporeal, mobilizing all our perceptive apparatus in the definition of our sensibilities, as splendidly shown in the vast work of Walter Benjamin.

So, and this is a second import aspect, it was necessary to question the macro-explanations, all the generalization, so as to capture how, despite the innumerous prescriptions on how to organize life, it was actually organized from the shock of experiences between normative instances and individuals’ ordinary lives. For example, if the State and the dominant elites have always tried to frame the lives of ordinary people, it is imperious to understand how they reacted to it, beyond understanding the discourses and normative prescriptions. That is, between the educational imperative that predicted a type of commonly standardized sensibility, as shown by Pineau (2014) and Mercado (2014), and the dynamics of life that proposed or presupposed competitive sensibilities (MEURER; TABORDA DE OLIVEIRA, 2015), every generalization started to be questioned from the need to change the scale of analysis, as it became mister to understand the emotional responses of different individuals faced to social imperatives, such as proposed by Febvre in the 1950s.

The third aspect, deeply related to the others, seems to be related to a new “inflection towards the individual”, in the words of the philosopher Theodor Adorno. What can be called a sensitive turn seems to have been also developed by the concern with the individuals, groups, or singular populations over the traditional generalizing ways of understanding their formation processes. In this perspective Beltrán and Buitrago (2012) show us that the wish for silence prescribed by Colombian schools in the beginning of the 20th century had to face the “restlessness and impatience” of children, that did not passively gave in to regulating imperatives, be them moral or aesthetic. Similarly, the definition of femininity or masculinity, according to the studies of Sharagrodsky (2008) in Argentina, or the attempts of “juvenile emotional control” as suggested by Toro (2015) in Chile.

In this context of studies new forms of looking what happened inside the schools were developed (TABORDA DE OLIVEIRA, 2006, 2009; TABORDA DE OLIVEIRA;
BELTRÁN, 2008; DI PIETRO; PINEAU, 2008; BELTRÁN, 2012; MARTINS, 2014; TORO, 2015; MUNAKATA, 2012, 2017; BRAGHINI, 2017), but also new concerns with education in spaces and times outside the school, as proposed by Taborda de Oliveira (2014), Taborda de Oliveira and Oscar (2014), Arata (2014), and Costa (2014). Thus, it is fundamental to recognize how much the studies on the history of education of senses and sensibilities own to those studies related to the history of body education, of material culture, of school practices, of memory studies, etc. Therefore, if we are faced by a stimulating branch of studies in History of Education, we should recognize that, less than a new scope of studies and researches, the history of senses and sensibilities seemed to be spread in the underground of domains considered “nobler”, hidden amongst other concerns and interest of education historians. The fact that the term “history of senses and sensibilities” has recently been assumed by many researchers does not invalidate the recognition that a lot of what has been researched from the historiographical renovation on the last decades considered, directly or indirectly, the inflection towards singular individuals, the narrowing in the scale of analysis of the processes of societal constitution, as well as the study of historical experiences beyond the ideas and discourses, without completely abandoning them.

Sensibilities would then be the ways through which individuals and groups can see themselves, appearing as a redoubt of representation of reality through emotions and senses. In this sense, he sensibilities are not only in the core of the process of representing the world, but correspond, to the culture historian, to the object that can be captured in the past, that is, the life energy itself, the enargeia, of Carlo Ginzburg. Historians have posed this problem, that passed through rescuing feelings, ways of acting and thinking of other men in another time, feeling that should be considered as an otherness to the historian. (PESAVENTO, 2005, no page).

2. The history of senses and sensibilities in different educational spaces: beyond a history of school

If the history of school has taken a privileged space in the research agenda of historians until very recently, today it is imperious to recognize the need for multiple approaches, problems, and questions that the history of education of senses and sensibilities can bring beyond the sphere of schooling. There are many efforts in different countries, with different levels of organicity, to historically understand the definition and the transformation of sensibilities in school education, but also regarding the times and spaces of social education. In the researches developed by the Núcleo de Pesquisas sobre a Educação dos Sentidos e das Sensibilidades – Nupes (Center for Studies on the Education of Senses and Sensibilities), a part of the Centro de Pesquisas em História da Educação – GEPHE (Research Center on History of Education), at Universidade de Minas Gerais, Brazil, we established an agenda that is allowing us to explore some possibilities in this rich historical field of studies, producing masters and doctoral works, as well as stimulating post-doctoral researches, and forming young researchers through academic works.

This group owns a lot to a much broader set of interinstitutional relations. It was formalized in 2010, at UFMG, in Belo Horizonte, as a consequence of the results of another project developed since 2003 at Universidade Federal do Paraná, which focused on the

---

5 On the notion of social education and its multivocality see: Tiana e Ferrer (2012), and Taborda de Oliveira and Oscar (2014).
relations between curriculum and body education. Based on the results of that project, in 2008, during a research period at the Centro Internacional de la Cultura Escolar – Ceince (International Center of School Culture), in Berlanga de Duero, Spain, under invitation of Prof. Agustin Escolano Benito, we delimited a Project of investigation that is still fruitful (BRAGHINI; MUNAKATA; TABORDA DE OLIVEIRA, 2017), which had the history of education of senses as the main axis. From that point on, a productive partnership with Professors Kazumi Munakata e Katya Braghini was born, resulting in 4 seminars, in Sao Paulo and Belo Horizonte, many tables in national and international events, and the publishing of three books on the theme. This partnership presupposes an articulation involving researchers in Brazil and other countries, who are mobilized by the different possibilities of approaching historically the education of senses and sensibilities.

Thus, this group is the prime example of a basic assumption: be it in the scientific, aesthetic, ethic, or political dimension, every intellectual work is necessarily a bet on sensibility, as it is about “exchanging experiences”, sharing, walking together and with someone, do it together and do it with someone.

Regarding social education in the researches we have been developed, we can highlight, for instance, studies on rural education and the attempts to modernize rural areas through youth education (GOMES, 2014); on eugenics and its prescriptions for body education (GALAK, 2014); the campaigns to develop a popular sensibility able to enjoy the theater (REZENDE, 2013) or as a way to culturally resist Brazilian dictatorship (TABORDA DE OLIVEIRA, 2014); the use of photography and the world wide web in defining contemporary subjectivity (BARROS, 2013); the creation and circulation of pedagogical material in schools and museums (BRAGHINI, 2017; BRAGHINI; MUNAKATA, 2017); the development of a work ethos through workers’ press (DRUMMOND; TABORDA DE OLIVEIRA, 2015); the use of poetry in the formation of readers (BORNATTO, 2017), or the exploration of the city as a way to educate corporal senses. (TABORDA DE OLIVEIRA; OSCAR, 2014).

In school contexts there are studies that focus, for instance, on the relation between physical education, nature, and education of senses (TABORDA DE OLIVEIRA, 2009, 2012), the historical creation of school breaks (MEURER; TABORDA DE OLIVEIRA, 2016), the use of didactic material on gymnastics in primary school (PUCHTA; TABORDA DE OLIVEIRA, 2015), the history of secondary school (OLIVEIRA, 2015), or even the limits of political education. (TABORDA DE OLIVEIRA; BIANCHINI, 2017).  

---

6 It is the project Transformações nos padrões de manifestação e controle corporais na escola elementar paranaense na passagem do modelo doméstico para o modelo graduado (1982-2020), sponsored by CNPq and Fundação Araucária. It is worth highlighting the long-lasting partnership with Diogo Rodrigues Puchta, Sidmar dos Santos Meurer, and Sérgio Roberto Chaves Jr. Active researchers of Nupes/UFMG, interlocutors with whom I have the pleasure to discuss and learn for about 15 years.

7 Among the researchers with whom I have been sharing experiences in these investigation, through all sorts of exchange programs in Latin America, I highlight Maria do Carmo Martins (Unicamp), Suzete de Paula Bornatto and Cristiane dos Santos Souza (UFPR), Mirian Jorge Warde (Unifesp), Alexandre Fernandez Vaz (Ufsc), Marcus Vinicius Carvalho Corrêa (UFF), Matheus Cruz e Zica (UFPB), Pablo Pineau, Belém Mercado, Eduardo Galak, Pablo Scharagrodsky and Angela Aisenstein (Argentina), Cláudia Ximena Herrera Beltrán (Colômbia), Edgar Spejel and Lucia Mocetzuma (México), Raumar Rodrigues (Uruguai). It is auspicious to notice that this circle of exchange relations geared by a common interest has been increasing in the past 10 years.

8 Other expressions of sensibilities education have emerged in the historiography of education since the 1990s. As an example, we can consider the works of Lopes and Gouveia (1999), Lopes and Galvão (2010),
The concerns with this vast research program are connected in the articulation of a set of key words that move the researchers and their associates in other national and international institutions: work/labor, free time, social education, formation, and senses/sensibilities, plus the multifaceted concept of modernity. These key words are themselves the object of continuous scrutiny of the group, as its occurrence in the documents used should be the greatest guide on the possibility of its use. Therefore, its history is also in our horizon of concerns, be it in the perspective proposed by Koselleck (2006) or in the terms suggested by Williams (2000). Among those descriptors

[...] the notion of senses and sensibilities has been guiding our studies. Senses are understood as part of the biological apparatus, responsible for the primary perception of what surrounds us. Its education was one of the greatest goals of the pedagogical renovation movement around the world from the 1880s on [...] it can be inscribed in what we consider as possibilities for body education. In the 19th century they meant [according to Portuguese language dictionaries], amongst other meanings, "the faculty that men and animal have to notice external impressions through certain organs". (TABORDA DE OLIVEIRA; OSCAR, 2014, p. 176).

As the stimulation of senses, when considered as windows to the world, is key to the constitution of the multivocality of historical experience, the considerations on this notion in our studies lead to the understanding of these relations and interactions with the sensibilities. Those are characterized by Portuguese language dictionaries in the 19th century as

"[...] faculties of feeling and experiencing physical impressions inherent to the nervous system, through which men and animals can perceive the sensations caused by exterior objects or born within", they can be considered as educational domain as one can teach and learn about the uses of the body. However, if we consider one of its meanings, the one that defines a "faculty to experience moral impressions; disposition to experience impressions of this type", so one needs to recognize that sensibilities are the result of responses given by individuals from the moment they interact with the physical or social world. (TABORDA DE OLIVEIRA; OSCAR, 2014, p. 176).

These responses, on this study domain, allow us to question all those perspectives that have a great appeal in western tradition, to which only rationality would guide the actions of men and women throughout history, as suggested by Coccia (2010) and Esposito (2016). Studying the history of senses and sensibilities implies considering that not all answers given by individuals to the stimuli of the physical and social environments are guided by reason. As explained by Pineau (2014) reading the aesthetic dimension, it is the conversion of the "[...] sensorial world of subjects into certain sensibilities [...]". (PINEAU, 2014, p. 25). Still dialoguing with this author, we are interested in understanding how the subjects appropriate the world, so that what underlies the epithet of sensible or aesthetical can move towards ethical and political.

This observation is important as we deny any type of subjectivity in the study of senses and sensibilities, as sometimes observed in some field works. If the senses are the
windows to the souls of singular individuals, allowing the decoding of a physical and cultural world, so they are eminently historical. Therefore, they are sociable, they are shared. It does not seem to make sense a separation between culture and nature, or individual and society, as their relations are inextricable. Only a schematic and “positivist” scientific claim could conceive individuals that are disconnected of social relations and cultural inheritance, so as culture as an opposition to nature or its incontestable overcome. Thus we define that

It is exactly in the education of senses, as a creator of new sensibilities, that we find the process which we aim to interpret. It is on how this process happens, in what the remains of the past allow us to see, that we concentrate our efforts. In this search we understand that the senses and sensibilities are not exclusive domains of the spheres of culture or of “nature”, even if the notion of this history itself should be treated carefully […] But we think the constitution of sense and sensibilities as a historical problem in a multifaceted perspective, as proposed by Lucien Febvre who, certainly not by chance, alluded to our “affective-motor complex”. They are understood overlapped with politics, economy, and culture, with what our cultures and societies have kept from nature and from the physical world. A history of smells, the idea of hearing regression, or the ways we learn to walk, are not tangible marks of the interaction between the natural and the social world that survives and changes in us? When authoritarian or totalitarian regimes develop a terror technology based on pain and cruelty, isn’t it because they had captured precisely that point which culture and nature get mixed? (TABORDA DE OLIVEIRA; OSCAR, 2014, p. 176-177).

Thus, based on the understanding that sensibility deeply marks our experience and what we have seen, touched, smelt, or tasted is apprehended historically as well as defines, through our sensitive apparatus, what we will be, we follow the registers - in written texts, images, and sounds - that can allow us to understand the limits and possible reaches of what we have been calling the history of education of senses and sensibility, within the particularities that the historical environment allows us. We understand that sensibility is not a passive response of the subjects- individual or collective- to the influxes of the external world. It is the result of the action or the reaction of subjects to all sorts of senses stimuli, and it is, therefore, an active faculty. Hence, we search within the plurality of historical experiences the aspects that can clarify the permanence fluxes, but also the moments of transformation, when a particular type of experience gives place to other ways of seeing, knowing, feeling, and acting on the world. In what level individuals and groups have their experiences affected to the point of transforming not only themselves, but, perhaps, even the ways societies and cultures are organized.

3. What is the future of researches on the history of education of senses and sensibilities?

If this is a recent domain among the interests of education historian, seeming to configure itself a new academic trend, one needs to reflect not only on its potential and heuristic power to understand culture and society in its different fluxes of time and geographical demarcations. One needs to question what the “novelty” of history of education of senses and sensibilities can mean in the History of Education.

Considering the three aspects mentioned before, incrementing the studies in the perspective of the history of education of senses and sensibilities can mean refining the way one sees the slow constitution of acting and feeling - and, also thinking- born on the crossing
of structural determinations and individual volition. Positioning itself against the arbitrary ways of conceiving the experience of different individuals or social groups—“alienated”, “passive”, “hostages of a false consciousness”, “indifferent”, or “victims”. The historical study of sensibilities shows us that human actions and reactions have such a complexity that cannot be reduced by any simplistic rationalist scheme. This is true to the ways students and teachers resist the imperatives of school format, as well as the negotiations and transgressions of workers facing any type of injustice and violence of the job market, for example. Maybe the answers are not the ones expected by the rationalism of the academic world, or in the formulations of the great thinkers of education, civilization, and culture. But they are the answers given in certain contexts which we did not leave or even know, according to the instruments available to the men and women that act in the world in ways that are, sometimes, radically different from those we would act or would like to act. Thus, we can learn something from a popular song:

Ao longe a voz das lavadeiras / On the background the voice of the washerwomen
Ensina cedo a força do viver / Teaching early the strength to live
Quem viu corer / Who has seen
O Jequetinhonha para o mar / The Jequetinhonha flow to the ocean
Quem lava com o suor a nossa roupa / Who washes with sweat our clothes
Tece o destino, quebra canoa / Weaves the destiny, breaks the canoe
A vida tece um sonho só. / Life weaves only a dream. (ORNELAS; MOURA; ANTUNES, 1994).

It seems that to recognize the plurality and the multivocality that reaches us from the past is, in itself, a political aspiration in an environment that habitually gives voice primarily to those around or in the centers of power. Therefore, one needs to be careful with a risk offered by the history of sensibilities when it becomes one more fad, one rich commodity in the academic market: its political deflation. Moved by some type of curiosity or by an unstoppable desire for the mild or the irrelevant, thus, for the ephemeral, many researchers sprout a hyper subjectiveness that hinders any type of analysis or project in which politics and common culture make sense, as if individuals acted in the world with complete autonomy or independence of society or culture. The sensitive responses of individuals and groups to the influxes they receive from the exterior world through the senses are, as we have seen, exactly the answers to what the physical and the social worlds propose, impose, request, and demand from these individuals or groups. So, they are always sensibilities forged in certain ambience, but also particular responses. They are, however, always produced in relation to someone or something, always by someone or by something. Thus, it is not about eliminating the ethical and political dimension by glorifying self-centered individuals, but, on the contrary, to show how ethics and politics are built in active life, in the interaction between individuals, in a tense and many times conflicted effort of mutual understanding on what the world, life, and society is or could be.9

---

9 If in the relation culture - individual, the idea of collectiveness has been set for a while, when it comes to common culture (WILLIAMS, 2003), we see a different scenario nowadays. There may be an overexaggeration on the idea that the individual creates itself, makes itself, produces itself, is its “own company”, what marks this strong imaginary that “to each its own”, independently of any type of social exchange or sociocultural environment. If contemporaneity presents us with this possibility of societal organization, so the history of education of senses and sensibilities gets political relevance in the attempt to understand where, how, when, and why common practice cultures were overpowered by an exaggerated individualism. That is why I emphatically criticize all production that considered the individual as monad, with
At this moment, enters in stage the subjectivity of the historian, his/her capacity of otherness. As in other domains of history, he/she can only understand the past by making an effort to understand how certain responses- sensibilities- were given to a certain problem offered by human perceptive apparatus- via senses- through a dialogic attitude with the experiences of other times, and nor as a mere uninterested spectator, distant or objective. That is why “to work with the expression- or even, the impressions or marks left by life, with the psychologism of a time, with the sensibilities- multiple, changeable, unstable, varied- of men from another period of time can be an obstacle, but also a great attraction”. (PESAVENTO, 2005, no page).

It is exactly the strangeness towards the way individuals form the past reacted, created, lived, felt, that leads historians to search those occult - and unvalued - meanings, expressed in the different types of sensibility - aesthetic, political, ethical, moral - and in the transformation of individual and collective life. To do so it is not enough to “know and describe the context” or have sources. One needs to reconstruct all ways of conceiving life in a certain environment, not only the prevailing one, but also the ordinary and hidden ones, so as to capture why people reacted in a certain way to certain stimuli, sometimes very similarly and other times in open opposition. The fascination in understanding this dynamic game between the singular and the social can only make us understand the past in terms of verisimilitude, as suggested by Ginzburg (1989b). What more, observing the evidences left by a documentation in which the senses and sensibilities are impressed as a residue and not as a clear and objective fact demands a capacity to extrapolate the obviousness of traditional registers. Quoting Droysen, Pesavento reminds us that

[…] it is only through the eyes of the historian that one can recognize the traces left by the past, elements to the research, to see in what is left the “footsteps of the spirit and the hand of men” from another time and that, the more prepared is the spirit that questions, the richer the content of the question. That is, [the author] emphasizes the previous accumulated knowledge, the erudition of each historian, that brighten his eyes and awakens the contemplation of a past world, what creates in me, spectator and reader, an awakening and a type of benjaminian revelation, is the meeting if a stadium background with the emotional/evocative/relational baggage of the punctum. (PESAVENTO, 2005, no page).10

Of course that if the knowledge of the past is always indirect, it occurs through walking in slippery ground, aiming to fill the gaps that would allow our interaction with the experiences of the past, with the lives of men and women who thought and lived differently from us, so this is only possible through the approximation allowed by registers of past sensibilities left in all types of empirical material. The best translation of this imperative is the materiality of materials that we use as main sources to understand the education of

10 On the notions of studium and punctum, see the studies of Barthes (1984) on photograph. The allusions of the author towards the reflections of Barthes are very appropriate. Exactly because the author defines studium as the broad scope of culture and knowledge that is always shared. It’s the domain par excellence of understanding, of (re)cognition, of the previous knowledge we use into the world. Punctum, on the contrary, emanates from things and affects us, marks us, injury us in a particular way. From the meeting of these two types of stimuli the sensibilities are produced, including the one that makes the historian able to understand what is not in the complete realm of rationality. Very similarly, Berger (2000) reminds us that “la vista llega antes que las palabras” (“the sight arrives before the words”).
senses and sensibilities. Once more, Pesavento observes one of the main challenges of the historians of sensibilities:

So that he/she can create a version of the past, one needs to find the external translation of such sensibilities generated within the individuals. That is, even the most refined sensibilities, the emotions and feelings, should be expressed and materialized in some type of register that can be unveiled by the historian. There is, therefore, the basic requirement of making history: the need for a narrative that is founded on the traces of historicity, or the sources and registers of something that happened and that, once organized and interpreted, will give proof and legitimacy to the historiographical discourse. (PESAVENTO, 2005, no page).

Therefore, the research on the history of education of senses and sensibilities requires the same methodological scrutiny claimed by any other domain of history. But it is vital to recognize that it is not enough to go to the sources expecting to find in them forged sensibilities, transformed, in dispute. Due to their hidden and intangible traces, understanding the sensibilities of the past demands an understanding of a world in constant transformation, in which the experience is observed not in linear flows of time, but in shrapnel that confuse the views; in which individuals affirm their ways of living against any type of constraint, even if those manners do not please those researchers who are incapable of a slight sense of otherness towards the experiences of men and women from other times and spaces; in which the complexity of life and the social world was shown entirely beyond the games prescribed by governments and dominant social groups.

Finally, the history of education of senses and sensibilities is not only a way to shed light to old problems, even because, despite its status as an “academic fad”, it is not so new. However, it allows us to formulate not only different questions to old problems, but also new problems towards what we call education, be it in its institutionalized ways or not. New problems that arise from the gaps of a historiography that conceived education only as the transmission of ideas, normally, from few countries considered “civilized”; the illiteracy as an unquestionable trace in social hierarchy; the school rituals taken as “normal” and not as the expression of a possible socio-educational perversity; the school as the final expression of education, and not as one of the many possibilities to understand educational practices in a society, be it a literate one or not; education as always having a positive meaning, as if the processes of “civilization” of behaviors or disciplining were not tangible marks of a violence against which individuals and groups have constantly reacted against, even as a way to affirm their ways of being, living, and feeling the world faced by other ways that were considered more civilized, adequate, or necessary to those groups that were used to understand the other as the rest, what is left, what is outside, worthless, as it is evident in Latin America.

Sensibilities are expressed in acts, in rituals, in words and images, in material life objects, in materialities of the space built. They express the real and the unreal, what is known and what is not, what is intuited, sensed, or made up. Sensibilities are connected to an imaginary world, to culture, and its set of constructed meanings about the world. Even if such sensitive representations refer to something that does not have a real proved existence, what is been discussed and analyzed is the reality of feeling, the sensitive experience of living and facing that representation. Dreams and fears, for instance, are real as feelings, even if their reasons and motivations, in this case, do not have a real consistence. (PESAVENTO, 2005, no page).
The unveiling of this constant struggle between different sensibilities and, commonly competitive, would be a sufficient stimulus to try to overcome the “same- as- always” in history of education, valuing the polyphony of past experiences beyond academic fads, beyond an Eurocentric perspective, which allows us to move forward the meaning of history of education in a continent constantly attacked by all types of endemic violence, historically produced, that are often attenuated by narratives that treat education as a beacon for a better world. To whom does this beacon serve and what price is paid for it? Maybe the understanding of the history of sensibilities in dispute in our continent can help us understand the multiple meanings of education mobilized, including those that were silenced.
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